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2 	S i t e
2.1

Site Identification

RELIANCE ARCADE -- itself is a long, straight

Internally the Arcade is divisible due into three

and narrow arcade that runs east to west between

areas. The Brixton Road Arcade is characterised

Electric Lane and Brixton Road. Separating two

on the first floor by an open first floor currently

much larger inter-war buildings that face on the

used for storage with a triangular steel structure

Brixton Road.

supporting a glass roof. The electric lane arcade

BRIXTON STATION nr

AT

small horizontal details. This facade has been

ornate barrel vaulted steel structure supporting

added to over time and today has a slightly tired

another glazed roof. The central area under/

looking signage attached to the upper level with

within the old Georgian house hosts the toilet

a large red canopy added below.

facilities for the arcade.

Of more insignificant more architectural interest

Linking all three areas together is the ground

is the Electric lane entrance. As already referred

floor which consist of numerous shallow shops

to this entrance is an Art Deco Egyptian- style

to each side of the central avenue. Originally

facade with red, green, yellow and blue detailing.

The shops were divided by wooden pilasters

The majority of this facade is in buff faïence

with black vitrolite, which is also used on the

with a green border. Over the entrance there is

deep soffit. In some areas the vitrolite has

an original sign that identifies Reliance Arcade

been removed or painted over additional many

however today this is broken an almost inv isible.

shops have been merged into one. Under the

Furthermore due to vandalism the buff tiles have

existing conditions a slated metal ceiling has

been unsympathetically painted over in magnolia

been introduced that separates the first floor &

paint to cover over the graffiti.

ground floor reducing light, making the spaces
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windows that match those below. Above this is an
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also used for storage by the shops below is
The Brixton Road facade is a two storey elevation
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2 	S i t e
2.2

Site History

RELIANCE ARCADE -- is the earliest part of
a cluster of covered markets in Brixton which
were constructed in the early 2o th Century when
market traders were relocated from Brixton
Road.

The Arcade itself was built between 1925 1926 on the site of a large 19th Century house
that occupied a long narrow strip of land.
Surpr isingly the manor house still exists today
and sits on top of the central portion of the
working market.

The choice of the Egyptian Frontage on Electric
Lane is believed to have followed from the
fashion for Egyptian styles that grew after the
discovery of Tutankhamen’s tomb in 1922 and the
Paris Exhibition o f 1925

The Importance o f the Brixton Markets was
chronicled by The Oxford Companion to Black

“Brixton Market, with its jumble of stalls
selling plantains, Jamaican patties, yams,
green bananas, and an array of Caribbean
foodstuffs, rapidly became an impor tant focal
point for the new arrivals, many of whom
made their homes in the adjacent environs of
Atlantic Road, Electric Avenue, Coldharbour
Lane, and Railton Road. By the late 1960s
much of this area had become one of the
largest and most impor tant sites of Caribbean
settlement in the United Kingdom, and word
of Brixton’s reputation as ‘the spiritual home
of Caribbeans in Britain’ spread ‘back home’,
encouraging new generations of Caribbean
settlers.”
As the focal point of this community, the most

R eliance A rcade

pre -1931 extension

R eliance A rcade

pre -1931 extension

B rixton R oad - 1893-1896
https :// maps . nls . uk / view /101202318

visible manifestation of the important cultural
foodstuffs of the new settlers, the market has
an important cultural role. Furthermore, that
there was confidence and critical mass enough
to display it openly, in what was not always a
welcoming and gentle home population, gives the
presence of the market added meaning.

British History, which said;
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B rixton R oad - 1960-1970
LCC P hotograph L ibrary

B rixton R oad - 1938
LCC P hotograph L ibrary
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3 	S t a t u t o r y C o n s t r a i n t s
3.1

Planning Constraints

3.1.1	L i s t e d B u i l d i n g C o n s t r a i n t s

Reliance Arcade is listed under a joint
designation along with two other markets in
Brixton, Market Row & Granville Arcade or
Brixton Village, Holistically they form “B r i x t o n
M a r k e t s ” under list entry number: 1393881.
Bri xton Market is listed under the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conser vation Areas) Act
1990 as amended for its special architectural
or historic interest.

the well-known Brixton Market complex
formed the commercial and social hear t of
the extensive Afro - Caribbean community that
settled in Brixton after WWII. The successful
adoption of the markets is the clearest
architectural manifestation of the major wave
of immigration that had such an impor tant
impact on the cultural and social landscape
of post-war Britain, and is thus a site with
considerable historical resonance.
3.1.2	C o n s e r va t i o n A r e a

Arcade (now Brixton Village) of 1935 - 8 are
listed for the following principal reasons: *
Architectural design: while essentially modest
inter-war structures there is interest in the
early use of the Egyptian style in the façade
of buff faience with polychrome detailing at
Reliance Arcade; * Interiors: Reliance Arcade
retains black vitrolite in the tiny shops¿
frontages; the open glazed and concrete tru ss
roof structure of Market Row and the open
glazed and cur ved steel truss roof structure
of Granville Arcade (Brixton Village)
impressively lights the shopping avenues
inside, the plan of which are of par ticular
interest at Granville; *
Historic interest:
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Shopping area and is designated a high street
within the Lambeth Local Plan September 2015.

The markets are singled out within the Local
Area Plan - Policy PN3 for exemption for the

(A3/4/5) should not exceed 25%, however within
the Arcades it is set to be at 50%. There is no

Conservation area and within that is inside of an
archaelogocial priority area. Notably within the

The three market buildings, Reliance Arcade
of 1925, Market Row of 1928, and Granville

Reliance Arcade is situated with a Key Local

desire to ensure units used for food and drink

Reliance Arcade sits within the Brixton
The designation states:

3.1.3	L o c a l A r e a P l a n

desire to alter the use of any of the Reliance
Arcade Units at this time and so this should not
have an impact on this project.

Character appraisal the Arcades are singled out
for comment with the introduction stating;
Aside from its characterful built environment
the covered arcades/ markets and street
markets are its unique feature; these
numerous local independent market traders
are supplemented by independent stores, chain
stores and other associated town centre uses.
Brixton road is thought to be an old Roman road
which is why it is a Archaelogical Priority area. As
the project does not include any excavations this
is not thought to have an impact on this project.

does not exceed 25 per cent, taking account
of unimplemented planning permissions for
change of use. In addition, no more than 2 in 5
consecutive ground floor units in the primar y
shopping area should be in food and drink use
(A3/4/ 5) at one time. The exception to this
will be in the indoor markets (as shown on the
policies map), where no less than 50 per cent
of original ground floor units should be in A1
use and no more than 50 per cent should be
in A3 use within each indoor market (Brixton
Village, Market Row, Reliance Arcade), with no
restrictions on consecu tive uses. This should be
suppor ted by a management plan to be agreed
between the council and the managers of the
indoor markets. Outside the primar y shopping
area, ground floor uses should be in A, D or B1
use class.

Brixton’s role as a distinctive major
multicultural and diverse town centre will be
safeguarded and promoted through careful and
sensitive regeneration, recognising its local
heritage and historic built environment, with a
specific focus on different character areas, and
suppor ting economic, social and environmental
sustainable development.
This will be achieved by:
(a) Requiring in the primar y shopping area
that the propor tion of retail (A1) units
does not fall below 60 per cent and that the
propor tion of food and drink uses (A3/4/ 5)
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4 	E x i s t i n g C o n d i t i o n s
4.1

Photographic Sur vey

Photos Clockwise from Top Left
Reliance Arcade at dusk lost amongst neighbours
Front Facade soffit with speakers, CCTV cameras
and signage accrued over time
Left Hand unit with popcorn covered with
outdated advertising
Right Hand unit faceted glass used for advertising
stock
Brixton Arcade First floor used as storage units
1/2 below. Dirty glass reduces light into the
arcades. Dirty and dangerous cabling covering the
roof structure.
Dirty coloured slats with unkempt internal glass
above in Electric Lane arcade
Egyptian Lane Facade partially restored
previously with electrical boxing and cabling plus
painted over graffiti
Typical shop front within Reliance Arcade
which is still home to many thriving businesses.
Surrounding vitrolite pilasters and fascia panels
are tire and uncared for.
Original plasterwork throughout the arcades has
been neglected and is in a terrible state
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General Notes
- Do not scale from this drawing
- All dimensions to be verified on site
- To be read in conjunction with all relevant documents
- In the event of discrepancy notify the Architect immediately
- All steel structural elements to be finished with intumescent coating.
30 minutes fire resistance. For all structural elements and connection
see SE drawings.
- This document is copyright of Hugh Cullum Architects Ltd

Proposed Changes (External)

General Notes
- SK Sketch
- D Design

5.1

Brixton Road

rev

-T
-E

- P Permissions
- C Contract

Tender
Existing Condition

note

date

(drawn
by/checked by)

Coping
To be carefully removed and rebedded over new DPC

Render
Existing to be rubbed down and repainted where
possible and where necessary, removed and replaced
with new render

Rainbow
Existing to be removed and replaced with
illuminated aluminium curved channels coloured to
match the existing. Details to be confirmed.

Existing Entrance Canopy
To be carefully removed and rebuilt with new
entrance shutter concealed within the canopy.

Hood
To be removed and replaced with black vitrolite
glazing fascia panel similar to original design.

New Small profile canopy
With steel trim to contain recessed downlights in
soffit to light external pavement area

Exisiting frontage
Old facetted glass removed and replaced with curved
laminated and toughened glass

rn

Popco

Opening Panels
Vertical sliding panels either side of the front
entrance allow for street trading in units 1 & 2

Reliance Arcade
Proposed
Brixton Road Elevation

451 - 453 Brixton Road

Reliance Arcade
1:25

BRIXTON
ROAD ELEVATION
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General Notes
- Do not scale from this drawing
- All dimensions to be verified on site
- To be read in conjunction with all relevant documents
- In the event of discrepancy notify the Architect immediately
- All steel structural elements to be finished with intumescent coating.
30 minutes fire resistance. For all structural elements and connection
see SE drawings.
- This document is copyright of Hugh Cullum Architects Ltd

Proposed Changes (External)

General Notes
- SK Sketch
- D Design

5.2

-T
-E

Tender
Existing Condition

- P Permissions
- C Contract

Electric Lane

1090

3660

1090

Existing Cappings
Are to be carefully removed (following the advice
of specialist) and re-bedded over new DPC installed
between mortar joints

550
1175
1315

Rear Elevation Windows
Are to be carefully cleaned of debris and surface
build-up

700

Existing Plant
The surface mounted electrical cables and
distribution board to be removed and any damage to
original facade fixed

Decorative Cut-glass Window

1310

Allow for cleaning and stabilising (by laminate or
otherwise) of decorative glass signage

Frieze Tiles
Allow for plastic repair to damaged sections of
coloured frieze tiles

Glazed Tiles

2500

2260

Are to be carefully cleaned of debris and surface
build-up

(_) :

Issued to QS for budget costing 16.09.16 (GW/HC)

Reliance Arcade
Proposed
Electric Lane Elevation

457 Brixton Road

Reliance Arcade

0

ELECTRIC
LANE ELEVATION
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6 	I n t e r n a l P r o p o s e d C h a n g e s
6.1

rev

note

rev

note

Units 1-8 Plan & Section

Front Facade as shown
As shown elsewhere
Louvred Vent

17595

Vent to be removed entirely and replaced with steel
framed fixed glazing unit by Crittal or equivalent.

17595

Steel Roof Structure

2930

2922.5

2940

2930

2922.5

2940

2940

2940

2922.5

2940

2940

2922.5

All steelwork to be sand-blasted and repainted on
site
Standard Patent Glazing
All glazing is to be removed and either cleaned or
replaced where necessary
Exposed upper level brickwork

STORAGE DECK

To be rubbed down & repaired as necessary before
being repainted with limewash paint

STORAGE DECK
880 880475 475

Guard Rail
Existing guard rail removed and replaced with
frameless toughened and laminated glass guard
secured into concealed floor channel

BRIXTON ROAD

UNIT 1.

UNIT 1.

UNIT 3.

UNIT 5.

BRIXTON ROAD

UNIT 1.

UNIT 1.

UNIT 3.

UNIT 5.

UNIT 7.
original shutters
UNIT 7.
original shutters

3880 3880

In addition to the front facade the front two units
will be renovated with new signage and new shop
counters to match the vitreous glazing panels
elsewhere in the arcade and the new glass facade
panel respectively

shop signage
shop signage

2525 2525

Front Shop Units

shop signage
shop signage

Vitreous Glazing Panels
Fascia, soffit and pilaster glazing are to be either
repaired or replaced as required

As shown elsewhere

7830

3770

2810

2810

7830

3770

2810

2810

UNIT 7.
original shutters
UNIT 7.
original shutters

UNIT 1.

UNIT 3.

UNIT 5.

UNIT 1.

UNIT 3.

UNIT 5.

1700 1700

Front Facade as shown

600
600

Existing External Shutter

5800 5800

2500 2500

Shutter including casing, motor, controls and guides
to be removed and replaced with new roller shutter
that will be contained with new canopy

Metal Ceiling Grid
Will be removed throughout opening up the
atrium space to daylight through new or renovated
rooflights

Shutter including casing, motor, controls and guides
to be removed and replaced with new roller shutter
that will be contained with new canopy
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UNIT 2.

UNIT 4.

UNIT 6.

UNIT 8.

UNIT 2.

UNIT 4.

UNIT 6.

UNIT 8.

965

7830

4040

2810

2810

965

7830

4040

2810

2810

1600 1600

Existing Internal Shutter
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Proposed Changes

rev

note

rev

note

Units 9-18 Plan & Section

Georgian House Repair
Detailed requirements for the repair of the Georgian
House are to be confirmed following a survey
Existing Closet Wing

3040 3040

Windows/External Brickwork are to be refurbished
or replaced like for like as required

New Rooflight

1370 1370

Bitumous roof is to be removed and replaced with
Standard Patent System with leadwork flashing
over existing kerbs and brickwork. Existing laylight
glazing bars, frame and architraves will be carefully
rubbed down and painted. Glazing to be cleaned and
replaced.

Plasterwork is to be hacked off in coffered areas and
new painted lime plaster to be applied to existing
brickwork

5250 5250

Glazed Panel Cladding
Glazed panels over fasica is to be removed and
carefully refurbished
Vitreous Glazing Panels
UNIT 9.

Fascia, soffit and pilaster glazing are to be either
repaired or replaced as required

UNIT 9.

475 475880 880

Plasterwork

2525 2525

Glass panels and aluminium glazing bars to be
cleaned and refurbished as required

Is to be carefully removed and replaced with new
DPC membrane underneath between mortar joints

2970 2970

Occulus Rooflight

Brick on edge capping

UNIT 11.

STAIR

UNIT 13.

UNIT 15.

UNIT 11.

STAIR

UNIT 13.

UNIT 15.

UNIT 17.
original shutters
UNIT 17.
original shutters

4510

4510

3750

2810

2810

4510

4510

3750

2810

2810

UNIT 17.
original shutters
UNIT 17.
original shutters

Spiral Staircase
UNIT 11.

STAIR

UNIT 13.

UNIT 15.

UNIT 11.

STAIR

UNIT 13.

UNIT 15.

5800 5800

2500 2500

1448.51448.5

UNIT 9.
UNIT 9.

1700 1700

Existing Spiral staircase is to be rubbed down
and repainted. Balusters, Existing Services and
plasterwork to be repaired or removed and replaced
as necessary

Cleaning Store
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UNIT 10.

UNIT 12.

UNIT 10.

UNIT 12.

UNIT 14.
original shutters
UNIT 14.
original shutters

UNIT 16.
original shutters
UNIT 16.
original shutters

UNIT 18.
original shutters
UNIT 18.
original shutters

4510

4510

3740

2820

2810

4510

4510

3740

2820

2810

1600 1600

Wire gate to be replaced with a painted steel flat
bar gate
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Proposed Changes

rev

note

rev

note

Units 19-30 Plan & Section

Steel Roof Structure
All steelwork to be sand-blasted and repainted on
site

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

Lead Flashings
Lead abutments flashings will be replaced with new
flashing dressed into the gable brickwork on each
face of the Electric Arcade
475 475

Standard Patent Glazing
All glazing is to be removed and either cleaned or
replaced where necessary

1925 1925

1 st Floor Glass Panels
Glass to be cleaned and frames to be chemically
stripped and re-chromed before being replaced

Fascia, soffit and pilaster glazing are to be either
repaired or replaced as required
UNIT 21.

UNIT 23.

UNIT 25.

UNIT 27.

UNIT 29.

UNIT 21.

UNIT 23.

UNIT 25.

UNIT 27.

UNIT 29.

3200

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

3200

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

UNIT 21.

UNIT 23.

UNIT 25.

UNIT 27.

UNIT 29.

UNIT 21.

UNIT 23.

UNIT 25.

UNIT 27.

UNIT 29.

UNIT 22.

UNIT 24.
original shutters
UNIT 24.
original shutters

UNIT 26.
original shutters
UNIT 26.
original shutters

UNIT 28.
original shutters
UNIT 28.
original shutters

UNIT 30.
original shutters
UNIT 30.
original shutters

1700 1700

UNIT 19.
UNIT 19.

2530 2530

UNIT 19.
UNIT 19.

5405 5405

475 475

Vitreous Glazing Panels

Metal Ceiling Grid
5800 5800

2500 2500

Will be removed throughout opening up the
atrium space to daylight through new or renovated
rooflights

Lighting
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UNIT 20.
original shutters
UNIT 20.
original shutters

UNIT 22.

1600 1600

All existing lighting to be removed and replaced.
Feature pendant lights in electric lane arcade
suspended from renovated metal structure. LED
detail lighting above shops to light new fascia panels
and signage above shops.
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Proposed Changes

rev

note

rev

note

Units 31-40 Plan & Section

Existing Cappings

Steel Roof Structure
All steelwork to be sand-blasted and repainted on
site

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

Lead abutments flashings will be replaced with new
flashing dressed into the gable brickwork on each
face of the Electric Arcade

1935 1935

2145 2145

Lead Flashings

Are to be carefully removed (following the advice
of specialist) and re-bedded over new DPC installed
between mortar joints

Rear Elevation Windows

All glazing is to be removed and either cleaned or
replaced where necessary

Fascia, soffit and pilaster glazing are to be either
repaired or replaced as required

7550 7550

475 475

Vitreous Glazing Panels

1980 1980

1925 1925

1 st Floor Glass Panels
Glass to be cleaned and frames to be chemically
stripped and re-chromed before being replaced

Are to be carefully cleaned of debris and surface
build-up

1105 1105

475 475

Standard Patent Glazing

Decorative Cut-glass Window
Allow for cleaning and stabilising (by laminate or
otherwise) of decorative glass signage

Glazed Tiles

UNIT 35.
original shutters
UNIT 35.
original shutters

UNIT 37.

UNIT 39.

UNIT 37.

UNIT 39.

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

2950

UNIT 31.

UNIT 33.
original shutters
UNIT 33.
original shutters

UNIT 35.
original shutters
UNIT 35.
original shutters

UNIT 31.

UNIT 37.

UNIT 39.

UNIT 37.

UNIT 39.

Are to be carefully cleaned of debris and surface
build-up

1700 1700

2950
2950

2530 2530

UNIT 31.

UNIT 33.
original shutters
UNIT 33.
original shutters

2530 2530

UNIT 31.

Metal Ceiling Grid
5800 5800

2500 2500

Will be removed throughout opening up the
atrium space to daylight through new or renovated
rooflights

Lighting
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UNIT 32.

UNIT 34.

UNIT 36.

UNIT 38.

UNIT 40.

UNIT 32.

UNIT 34.

UNIT 36.

UNIT 38.

UNIT 40.

1600 1600

All existing lighting to be removed and replaced.
Feature pendant lights in electric lane arcade
suspended from renovated metal structure. LED
detail lighting above shops to light new fascia panels
and signage above shops.
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6.5

Proposed Changes

General Notes
- Do not scale from this drawing
- All dimensions to be verified on site
- To be read in conjunction with all relevant documents
- In the event of discrepancy notify the Architect immediately
- All steel structural elements to be finished with intumescent coating.
30 minutes fire resistance. For all structural elements and connection
see SE drawings.
- This document is copyright of Hugh Cullum Architects Ltd
General Notes
- SK Sketch
- D Design

Brixton Road Section & Elecric Lane Section

rev

-T
-E

- P Permissions
- C Contract

Tender
Existing Condition

note

date

(drawn
by/checked by)

85

0

Standard Patent Glazing

Standard Patent Glazing

All glazing is to be removed and either cleaned or
replaced where necessary

30

30

All glazing is to be removed and either cleaned or
replaced where necessary

1960

1405

0
60

Steel Roof Structure
All steelwork to be sand-blasted and repainted on
site
Louvred Vent

Steel Roof Structure
All steelwork to be sand-blasted and repainted on
site
Louvred panels

Vent to be removed entirely and replaced with steel
framed fixed glazing unit by Crittal or equivalent.

Existing louvre vents to be cleaned and repaired
with new zinc flashings over existing asphalt
upstand

Glazed Panelling and Metal Framing

To be rubbed down & repaired as necessary before
being repainted with limewash paint

Allow for glass to be cleaned and chromed metal
angle frames to be chemically stripped

1800

2085

Exposed upper level brickwork

Guard Rail

Guard Rail
New frameless toughened and laminated glass guard
secured into concealed floor channel

900

900

Existing guard rail removed and replaced with
frameless toughened and laminated glass guard
secured into concealed floor channel

Metal Ceiling Grid

Metal Ceiling Grid

475

Will be removed throughout opening up the
atrium space to daylight through new or renovated
rooflights

Will be removed throughout opening up the
atrium space to daylight through new or renovated
rooflights
Vitreous Glazing Panels

Fascia, soffit and pilaster glazing are to be either
repaired or replaced as required

Fascia, soffit and pilaster glazing are to be either
repaired or replaced as required

Pilasters

Pilasters

2535

3000

Vitreous Glazing Panels

Where required old Pilasters will be replaced with
replicas with HW bases & capitals with chromed
metal facings

Where required old Pilasters will be replaced with
replicas with HW bases & capitals with chromed
metal facings

1800
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Issued to QS for budget costing 16.09.16 (GW/HC)

Reliance Arcade
Proposed
Section BB
1:25@A1 1:50@A3
April 2018
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Proposed Changes

6.6

P r o p o s e d i n t e r n a l fa s i c a d e t a i l

General Notes
- Do not scale from this drawing
- All dimensions to be verified on site
- To be read in conjunction with all relevant documents
- In the event of discrepancy notify the Architect immediately
- All steel structural elements to be finished with intumescent coating
30 minutes fire resistance. For all structural elements and connection s
SE drawings.
- This document is copyright of Hugh Cullum Architects Ltd
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shop signage

37
37

shop
shop signage
signage

Issue Status
SK
Sketch
Issue Status
D
Design
SK
Sketch
Tender
T
D
Design
Tender
T

E
P
E
C
P
C

Existing Condition
Permissions
Existing Condition
Contract
Permissions
Contract

Vitrolite Fascia
Subframes to be repaired or replaced pending on
site survey

Shutter Casings
All existing timber shutters are to be retained.
Where new metal shutters are required, a new
matt-black roller shutter (to match existing timber
examples in colour and proportion) will be installed
inside the original shutter case.

Shopfront lighting
All existing fluorescent tube shopfront lighting to
be removed and replaced with full width LED detail
lighting concealed in black metal, v-shaped baffle
and fixed behind existing shutter casing edge trim

Existing Shop-fronts
All existing shop fronts & doors are to be retained

Shop Frontage Elevation - 1:10
I/S

O/S

Shop Frontage Elevation - 1:10
Shop Frontage Elevation - 1:10
I/S
I/S

O/S
O/S

Vitreous Glazing Panels
Fascia, soffit and pilaster glazing are to be either
repaired or replaced as required

(_) :

Issued to for design meeting

27.04.18 (GW/H

Reliance Arcade
Proposed
Future Shop Front (Side Door)

Indicative
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Electric
Arcade. 27.04.18 (GW/H
(_)design
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designLane
meeting
1:10@A1
1:20@A3
(_) : and
Issued
for designare
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27.04.18 (GW/H
Light fittings
shoptofrontages
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Shop Frontage Section - 1:5

April 2018
only and should be considered as such

Shop Frontage Plan - 1:5
1:10
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7 	S u m m a r y

of the

Proposal

7.1. I N T RODUCT I O N

7. 2. INTE RIO R WO RKS

7.3. BRIXTON ROAD EN TRANCE

Th e work proposed to the Reliance Arcade

Internally, the proposal is to remove where

In accordance with the London Borough of Lambeth

fabric from weather ingress. The existing rainbow

is intended primarily to preserve, restore and

possible, the post-war additions and restore the

Supplementary Planning Document Shopfronts

structure is to be replaced with a simplified version

rehabilitate the historical features and components

historic form and character of the arcade. It is

and

shopfronts

comprising curved aluminium channels, coloured

that contribute to the special character of the

intended that the existing roof structure, Vitrolite

should be preserved and original features retained,

to match existing and fixed to the facade with

listed building and in a wider context, to the

glasswork, chromed- steel trims and decorative

restored and/or re -instated wherever possible

discreet galvanised steel brackets. Low voltage

quality and character of Brixton Road.

pilasters will be carefully cleaned down and where

(2.1). The proposal for the Brixton Road entrance

LED lighting are intended illuminate each curved

historic features of the structure are missing or

includes reinstating a replica of the original main

element when light conditions are appropriate.

damaged beyond repair, replica components will be

signage board(described in historic photos) to

(2.10)

fabricated to match existing and installed in- situ.

replace the existing red- coloured Bakelite canopy.

Between the front and rear arcades, the decorative

The lettering is proposed as solid metal relief,

cornice, mouldings, lantern and laylight of the

side illuminated ‘halo’ effect to promote signage

Georgian house (revealed by the removal of the

visibility from across the street or from passing

slatted ceiling grid) will be carefully preserved

vehicles. (2.9) [all references to London Borough of

and their details enhanced by the carefu l removal

Lambeth SPD - Shopfronts and Signage]

PPG15

‘Planning & the Historic Environment’

Th e proposal responds directly to Lambeth
Council’s Unitary Development Plan and the
following relevant policies: - Policy 36 Alte rations
and

Extensions,

Policy

37

Shopfronts

and

Advertisements, Policy 39 Streetscape, Landscape
and

Public

Real m

Design,

Policy

45

Listed

Buildings Policy 46 Locally Listed Buildings; and
Policy 47 Conservation Areas.

Signage,

surviving

traditional

Although in very poor condition, the coverage
of

the

existing

canopy

over

the

pavement

interior. In the front arcade, these include the

is considered essential to the traders of the

installation of a glass balustrade and plaster

front units in adverse weather. The new design

fascia to the storage decks each side of the main

incorporates

passageway, track lighting fitted to the steel roof

the equivalent area, projecting from the base

trusses, a new steel window to replace the louvre

of the main signage board. The canopy soffit is

vent on the back gable and a new steel concertina

to be clad with polished aluminium panels with

gate to replace the existing roller shutter and

recessed downlights and finished at the front edge

overhead casing at the back of the passageway.

with grooved, metal ribbons that form a curved

To the rear arcade, the new components proposed

fascia. The detail references a period motif in

include new pendant lights to hang down from the

keeping with the Art-Deco style of the original

roof structure and fixing a discreet aluminium

building. Above the canopy, the existing signage

lighting channel to the underside of the shutter

will be removed, the render and horizontal bands

box trims for illumination of the shopfronts.

repaired and the coping stones will be carefully

a

new

shallow

canopy

proposed each side of the central passageway,
curved to follow the new glazing line over. The
stall riser will provide a protective base from dirt
and damage at street level. (2.5)

of surface paint build-up.

New components are also proposed to the

A new stall riser finished in terrazzo is

covering

Historically, some shops had sliding sash front
windows so that their produce could be on open
display. (2.5.5) New vertical opening windows are
proposed both sides of the main passageway to
promote street trading activity. Adjacent to these
trading counters, there are to be fixed curvedglass sections that provide display cabinets for
the front shops. They mark the entrance and are
intended to encourage shoppers inside the arcade.
A new open-mesh shutter is to replace the existing
full-width roller shutter and casing. (2.22) The new
shutter box will be concealed and it is proposed

removed and re -bedded to protect the building
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Drawings in this document
are not to be scaled from.
Drawings and images
illustrative only. For scaled
drawings refer to a separate
set of existing and proposed
drawings as detailed on
the Drawing Issue Sheet
submitted alongside with this
document.

to cover the central passageway only

recessed

7.4. AC C E SSIB ILITY

This design and access
statement for planning
application and listed building
consent was compiled by
Hugh Cullum Architects LTD
for the property at Reliance
Arcade, Brixton, London.

back from the street front. Vertical guide rails
are concealed behind decorative chromed- steel

Level access will be maintained as existing and no

channels. The shutter will be illuminated from

works are currently proposed to the floo r surface.

within the arcade and the shopfront glazing will

(2.31)

be fitted with secure glass to make the premises
safe without detriment to the appearance of the
host building or the amenity of the street. (2.17)
The intension is that the shop window display
and not the shutter, become the dominant feature
when the arcade is closed.

7. 5. C O NC LUSIO N
In summary, the new shopfront is intended to
provide a welcoming entrance to the arcade,
carefully integrated with the surviving historic
details respectful of the existing scale, style,
building form and wider context of Brixton Road.
(2.3)

Contact
Hugh Cullum
hugh@hughcullum.com

The proposed works are described on the drawings
and documents submitted with this application.

Giles Woodcock
giles@hughcullum.com
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